Eskimo to which attention has been directed, with some discussion, by Boas and others.

The Lake St. John and Chicoutimi Bands.
At Lake St. John is the headquarters of the largest band of Montagnais in this part of the peninsula. These Indians designate themselves

Montagnais chart on birch bark of Quatchouan river system and Long Lake. Family hunting territory of "Mafi". Lake St. John band of Montagnais. (No. 42 on Map, p. 388.)

Pikwàganîwilnûts "Flat Lake People". The band comprises some 60 families who, for the most part, range through the plateau northward from Lake St. John to the height of land. They adjoin the Mistassini Indians on the north and the Têtes de Boule on the west. They meet the hunters from